KARUL - Former National Security Advisor and presidential candidate Mohammad Hanif Atmar has confirmed that he will attend the Moscow talks along with other “leaders of the country,” calling it an important step and a starting point for inclusive intra-Afghan negotiations.

Documents obtained by TOLOnews show that the talks were organized by Russia-based Afghan refugees union.

Former president Hamid Karzai, former vice president Mohammad Yousef Qureshi, former Rohil governor and Jamiat-i-Islami member Haji Mohammad Noor, Jamiat-i-Islami member Mohammad Ismail Khan, second deputy executive and Wardak party member Mohammad Mohaqiq, head of National Islamic Front of Afghanistan Sayed Hamid Gulani, former member of Taliban Abdul Salam Zaeef and Zabiullah Mujahid, son of former president Sehghatullah Mujahid, are Afghan politicians who will reportedly attend the meeting.

KABUL - The Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) on Sunday said around 35,000 Afghans suffered from cancer in 2018, asking the people to engage in physical activities and sports and consume vegetables and fruits to mitigate the risk of the deadly disease. On the other hand, the creation of National Healthcare Accreditation Board (NHAB) was also announced today under the MoPH.

The World Cancer Day was celebrated in Kabul under the theme ‘Who I am and what I can do.’ Farzad Shirzad, public health minister, speaking at the ceremony, said that around 30,000 to 40,000 people contracted cancer in Afghanistan in 2018 while 15,000 of them lost their lives to the disease. He said cancer was the second deadly disease after heart disease, and around 30,000 to 40,000 Afghans die of cancer every year.

Atmar says they will defend the values of democracy at the Moscow talks.

KABUL - Senior presidential advisor Fazal Mahmood Farzi has blamed some politicians for ignoring the national interest in quest of power. “It is regrettable that some political figures, so-called founders of a democratic transition of power and the existing system, ignore national interests. Because of the differences with the government,” he said.
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